Experience the unspoilt beauty of the Aran Islands on a bespoke 4x4 Land Rover Jeep
Expert Local Guides | Off the Beaten Track | Private Experiences | Slow Tourism
Who are we?

• Aonghus and Padraig O hlarnáin
• Local brothers
• Started in the tourism industry on Inis Mór when we were 14 and 16 respectively
• Followed the family tradition as ‘Jarveys’
• Irish, PE and History Teachers
Dun Aonghusa
What do we do

We provide:
• A completely new and different visitor experience on Inis Mór
• Small, personalised group experiences of Inis Mór
• We go completely off the beaten track
• We visit the hidden gems, the hard to access attractions of Inis Mór
• We completely believe in the concept of slow tourism
How do we do it:

• 11-seater Land Rover Defender.
• 2 Separate Covid compliant cabins. 7 and 4.
• Spacious and with 360 glazing to take in all the sites.
Why do we do it?

Because we:

- Believe in the concept of slow tourism
- We want people to keep coming back to Inis Mór
- We are passionate about our Island
- We want to create different visitor experiences on Inis Mór
- We want to provide the visitor to Inis Mor with something completely different.
- We want to create lifelong memories for people who visit Inis Mór
- We want to create a more sustainable form of tourism to Inis Mór into the future.
Our Experiences:

- The Day Experience:
  - We go off the beaten track
  - We take a road no other tourism vehicle can take
  - Get away from all the crowds
  - We visit the world famous Dún Aonghusa
  - and Poll na bPeist: A natural phenomenon, a rectangular shaped pool carved out of the cliff edge by the Atlantic Ocean
The Evening Experience:

• This is an experience for visitors who stay the night.
• We go off the beaten track
• We take a road no other tourism vehicle can take
• Get away from all the crowds
• We take a:
  • Guided hike to Teampall Bheanáin, the smallest 11th Century church in Western Europe.
  • Guided hike to Dún Duchathair/ the Black Fort.
The Sunset Experience:

• Pick up/ drop off to your accommodation
• Enjoy the peace and tranquillity of the Island in the evening
• Watch the sunset over the Atlantic Ocean
• We can personalise and make it more memorable as well, Champagne etc. can be provided at an additional cost!
The Private Experience

- We create truly bespoke luxury travel experiences for you.
- Each itinerary we create is unique.
- With you as co-creators of your travel experience, your itinerary is a uniquely shared adventure with local experts.
- You have the flexibility to start and end when and where you want, see what you want to see at your own comfortable pace, and ask as many questions as you like.
Contact Details

Email: hello@aranoffroadexperience.ie

Website: www.aranoffroadexperience.ie

Phone no. 083 018 5175

Instagram: aranoffroadexperience